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2021 – Starting Up
Envisioned by cofounders Björn Rudolfsson and Kristofer
Westergren, our current CEO and Chairman of the
Board respectively, 2021 saw significant growth for the
endeavor we today call Kinda Brave.¹ With the CEO
as the lone employee in February, end of year saw a
total of 26 employees across a parent company with
three wholly owned subsidiaries, each one its own small
team with big ideas. It also saw the start of our journey
towards our first Hub, our vision for an office space
where resources, talent and ideas are shared – and at
the start of 2022, Ember Trail, Dinomite and Tic Tek Toe
are set to move in.

Growth can be a good thing, but too much in a short
span is not always easily managed. A global pandemic
causing difficulties for teams to meet regularly in
person generally wouldn’t help. It turned out, clearly
communicating vision and values both tempers
expectations and attracts people of similar mind. With
this report closing out the year, we couldn’t be happier
with the group of passionate people that’ve gathered
– and we couldn’t be more excited to continue on into
2022 with big projects and continued growth! The good
kind.

“One example of Kinda Brave’s community relations
efforts in 2021 was enabling a group of young women
and non-binary game development students, members of
the diversity organization Equal Play, to participate in the
inspirational Donna Day and Sweden Game Conference,
one of the largest game industry conferences in the
Nordics. Through our support and the help of sponsors, all
accommodation, travel and tickets were arranged at no
cost for the participants.”
- Head of Community Relations & Scouting
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Formerly RLG AB.
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Message from the Head of
Sustainability and Compliance
No Denial!
This report marks the end of the first year of the company
group and we hope that our initial steps showcase
some of our ambition in relation to sustainability. In
terms of CO2e emissions, the gaming industry may not
be the largest polluter around, but every company,
regardless of industry, needs to see their role in
the bigger picture. It is just irresponsible not to. It is
also somewhat irresponsible to believe that climate
compensation, carbon offsetting, represents some
kind of silver bullet. Carbon offsets remain rightfully
controversial, in part because of how they are easily
treated as a way to get a clean consciousness without
doing any actually significant sustainability work.² We
are of course no different in the sense that we too use
offsets as a means to lessen the impact we have. We do
not however consider offsetting to be the best solution
to the climate crisis, not even through use of certified
high-quality offsets, but rather the least we can do while
we work continuously at the fundamental causes of our
greenhouse gas emissions.

The report in your hand is an example of extra effort.
I informed Kinda Brave that we were far from obliged
to complete a sustainability report,₄ yet we decided
it was worth the extensive work of producing one;
correct and comprehensive from day one, making
all the GHG calculations even without a reporting
program. It has been a joy to be surrounded by such
ambitious colleagues, in our publishing team and in our
fantastic studios, without whom this would not have been
possible. A joy I hope will shine through in this report,
that we’ve aspired to make interesting, informative and
maybe even inspiring. Naturally, we have done our
best to back all data and claims with sources and I’d be
delighted to answer any further questions or concerns.

Georg Stenström
Head of Sustainability and Compliance
sustainability@kindabrave.com

Making a Real Impact
Making a real impact on sustainability is not about just
choosing a few attractive Sustainable Development
Goals³ or a few grand gestures. Making a real impact
means considering all dimensions of sustainability in
every decision, every interaction, every day.
Kinda Brave recognizes its impact on the resources of
society and planet. Every time a purchase is made and
every time a computer starts, there is a consumption of
resources, and our planet cannot give future generations
what it has given us without everyone doing their part. In
terms of diversity and equality, our industry and even we
ourselves have much to learn. It is my hope that one day,
when it is time for my own daughters to find their callings
and careers, they will find a gaming industry welcoming
them, and those of other currently underrepresented
groups, with open arms and on equal terms.
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Controversial Carbon Offsetting
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UN Sustainable Development Goals
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Requiring a Sustainability Report?
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Co-Founder & CEO Comments
A Running Start
Finally going from all those thoughts and years of
planning to launching our group. Adding amazing
small teams with big ideas, meeting so many immensely
talented colleagues. It’s truly difficult to ask for a better
start.
We’ve set out to build something a little different. We’re
not so much a traditional publisher, but rather a group
of indie development studios banded together under a
publisher fully dedicated to their long-term growth and
success. Not just over a project, but always. We decided
to call it Hybrid Indie.
By doing things together, you can do so much more.
Sharing resources, experiences and ideas. Allowing
studios to not just think about what they should look
like today or tomorrow, but many years down the line.
We make sure that whatever that future vision of theirs
is, their identity will always be that of a caring place
of work, where what you do beyond game making
also matters. Where everyone is welcome and can feel
safe, no matter who they are or who they love. Where
you understand that from a climate perspective, you’re
always making a bit of a mess, that you should always
strive to make less of a mess – and always tidy up after
yourself.
What is sustainability? For one, it’s a privilege that
not everybody can always afford. It always requires
knowledge, but often also time and other resources.
We knew this from the start. That’s why a Head of
Sustainability became our first hire. Because while
starting from scratch is a fantastic opportunity to do
things right from the get-go, setting out on any sort of
quest requires the right party.
What is sustainability not about? Well, it’s certainly not
about making a few grand gestures and calling it a
day. It’s about a million decisions, small and big, now
and forever. Buying second-hand phones will not nullify
the impact of acquiring them in the first place, but it’s
better than buying new ones. Buying our hardware from
the most sustainably-minded vendor is not a solution,
but again, better than the alternative. There is room to
improve, but it takes tenacity and consistency.

Are there challenges? Countless. Isn’t it short-term
thinking to only strive for an equal gender distribution
in your own company in an industry where women
and non-binary only account for 21.4 % to begin with?
Is it not a bit odd to only work on your own power
consumption instead of innovating on how to lower
the power consumption of players? No one said it was
going to be easy.
Sustainable Gaming is our initiative. A deep dive into
sustainability issues in our industry in general, but
in relation to indie development and publishing in
particular. We want to try to make these issues easier
to understand and more engaging for players and
developers alike. We want to create a place where we
put ourselves on display, showing not just achievements
– but flaws. A community where we can grow and
learn together, adapted to the resources relevant and
available to others like us.
Going forward, I’m inspired and humbled to be
surrounded by a growing group of people with a drive
to not just make great games, but great decisions. For
People, Players and Planet.

Björn Rudolfsson
Co-Founder & CEO
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About Kinda Brave Publishing AB
Short Facts
• This report relates to Kinda Brave Publishing AB
559285-3575 (“KBP”), and its subsidiaries

• Headquartered at Wallingatan 2,
111 60 Stockholm, Sweden

• Kinda Brave is a game publisher with the vision
of building a sustainable and thriving hybrid indie
organization, powering up studios with Sustainable
Gaming as a compass. Subsidiaries, in the form
of wholly owned game development studios, EOY
2021 were Dinomite Games AB (“Dino”), Ember
Trail AB (“ET”) (formerly Bad Yolk Games AB), and
Tic Tek Toe Games AB (“TTT”). Released products
are limited to the ET game Main Assembly, fully
released in January 2021, prior to Kinda Brave’s
acquisition of ET.

• The sole country with organization operations EOY
2021 was Sweden
• Unlisted limited company owned by investors and
employees
• Global distribution of computer games to consumers
through digital game distribution platform(s).
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Building an Organization
Our Scale

Our Values

The size and shape of the organization is that of a
startup, evidenced by 77% of staff having been hired
in 2021. The number of operations has also grown
throughout the year, starting with Kinda Brave acquiring
ET, followed with Dino and finally the addition of TTT.
As with many startups, growth has taken precedence
over sales and no new games have been released since
the formation of the group. The one game previously
released by one of our studios, prior to acquisition, was
Main Assembly (full release in January 2021).

Kinda Brave’s very foundation is to be an alternative to
traditional indie development and publishing, focused
on sustainability. Our mission is to combine stability and
creativity into a Hybrid Indie eco-system, that through
caring for People, Players and Planet creates an ideal
environment for modern game development. Studios
develop games and we develop studios.

Kinda Brave’s growth has not been at the cost of
incurring any significant debts and has instead only
been driven by investments.

Governance
Given the small size and the growing nature of the
organization, delegations and division of responsibilities
have not yet been fully implemented. Several roles are
yet to be filled – at EOY 2021, both CFO, Head of Sales
& Partner Management and Head of HR & Recruitment
had signed but not yet started their employments at KBP.
At EOY 2021 all studio Boards of Directors had an even
50% gender split, with the candidates to achieve the
same for the KBP board having accepted to join in early
Q1 2022. As with any stock company, the Board of
Directors bears the ultimate overall responsibility of the
operations.

The Sustainable Gaming initiative creates a moral
compass for our organization and employees. It guides
decision-making and establishes a standard against
which actions can be assessed. Included is the ideal
of the expanded circle of care, a broader perspective
concerned with not just the health of our anthropocentric
neighbor, but the well-being of all organisms, now
and in the future. Through bespoke media and
communication efforts, the initiative seeks to increase the
relevance of, and engagement surrounding, industryspecific sustainability issues amongst both players and
developers.
To safeguard the rights of all employees and to protect
the group by setting clear expectations of those in it,
a Code of Conduct and a Culture Document will be
implemented in 2022. These documents are intended
to be included in the onboarding of all new employees,
with subsequent annual revisits.

The CEO bears the operational responsibility with
assistance from the management team. The small scale
of the team in 2021 has meant the KBP CEO has had
to fly solo for a significant portion of the year, meaning
there has been little management work or mandate
handed over to anyone else.
Each wholly owned subsidiary studio has its own CEO,
who is responsible for the day-to-day affairs of their
respective studio. In order to promote alignment and
utilize synergies, all-CEO meetings are conducted
weekly and headed by the KBP CEO.
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Building an Organization
In building inclusive, safe places of work in the
games industry, it would be naïve of us to assume
that simply our best intentions would somehow
safeguard employees against workplace issues such
as discrimination and harassment. Besides working
proactively, we early on saw the need to provide robust
ways for any individual to step forward – be it to seek
help for themselves or for someone else.
Proactively, our first hire was our Head of Sustainability
& Compliance. We saw it necessary for an organization
planned to undergo rapid growth to have a full-time
resource dedicated to systematic sustainability work,
partly carried out through regular monthly meetings
with all group CEOs. As a result, and as an example,
a short-list of staff training and certification projects
has been produced, to be pursued throughout 2022.
Towards EOY, the group found and recruited a head
of HR & Recruitment, set to join in early 2022. Said
position is expected to collaborate closely with our
Head of Sustainability & Compliance, leading many
projects dedicated to social sustainability, including
improvements to long-term employee wellness, both
physical and mental. The role will provide support and
guidance to managers throughout the group in all HR
related matters and will serve as another key contact to
which anyone in the group can turn with questions and
in a crisis. Additionally, the first steps have been taken in

an initiative to set up an external Sustainability Advisory
Board, aimed at including individuals who can provide
valuable guidance to the group through their knowledge
within various key areas of environmental and social
sustainability.
Central and shared HR and compliance functions
provide additional avenues to raise issues, should the
traditional and encouraged path of first contacting your
manager be unavailable. However, recent industry
events have shown the need for more alternatives. At
EOY, a third-party security firm has been selected from
which an external whistleblowing system will be set up.
The system will encompass the whole group, including
any future studio added to it, allowing employees and
external collaborators to blow a whistle in regard to
suspected misconduct. Should the whistleblower so
choose, this can be done entirely anonymously. All
whistles will be processed through the third-party
provider and forwarded to an Ethics Board in the
group parent company, consisting of the Head of HR
& Recruitment, Head of Sustainability & Compliance,
CFO as well as an external member of KBP’s Board
of Directors. This will ensure that there’s always a path
for the most serious cases of misconduct to come to the
attention of the highest levels of decision-making within
the group, stifling room for potential inaction in parts of
the group concerned by the whistle.

Total number of employees EOY & Employee Composition
Number of employees EOY

Hired during 2021

KB

ET

Dino TTT

Total

KB

ET

Dino

TTT

Total

Non-binary

0

1

0

0

4%

0

0

0

0

0%

Women

1

2

3

0

23%

1

2

3

0

30%

Men

5

8

4

2

73%

5

3

4

2

70%

<30 yrs

1

1

4

0

23%

1

1

4

0

30%

30-50 yrs

5

10

3

2

77%

5

4

3

2

70%

>50 yrs

0

0

0

0

0%

0

0

0

0

0%

Intl background*

2

6

0

0

31%

2

1

0

0

15%

*International background here defined as employee born abroad or with both parents born abroad
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Championing Sustainability
As an organization with an outspoken focus on
sustainability from day one, the topic of so-called
economic sustainability is relevant to address. While
there are a few different definitions of the concept,
Kinda Brave has opted to see economic sustainability as
a tool to achieve environmental and social sustainability.
Kinda Brave will strive for sustainable profitable growth
using the economic resources in a way which, over
time, will maximize the ecological and social impact
of the business, increase value for our stakeholders,
and maintain and expand development opportunities
for our staff. Business decisions will therefore be made
considering the long-term impact on sustainability rather
than a short-term perspective.
Setting the agenda for sustainability early means the
potential difficulty of changing culture or practices in
a large organization, “turning a freight ship”, is not a
factor. However, starting out early means for example
that there are fewer tools suitable for assisting in the
process and reporting. What is more, given the infancy
of the organization, the systems usually in place
covering e.g. HR are yet to be implemented, meaning
all data collection has to be manually handled. Finally,
it should be noted that setting and tracking sustainability

goals from day one in an expanding group may present
significant communication challenges in comparison to
a corporation beginning its sustainability work many
years into building its organization. This is in part due to
the fact that a small company starting out sustainably is
likely to proportionally grow its climate impact annually,
while a large company that has finished growing can
boast decreased impact through even a minor climate
conscious action.
The sustainability work in our group has, from start,
applied the precautionary principle. As there are no
chemicals being used and no products with such impact
being produced or developed, the pre- cautionary
principle has been implemented where this is applicable.
Our implementation means that lack of full scientific
certainty of sustainability gains is not a reason not
to choose what is likely the more sustainable option
whenever a decision, such as a purchase, is made.
The early life of the organization means we are yet to
subscribe or endorse external charters and principles,
join in industry or other associations or accede to
collective bargaining agreements.

8

Championing Sustainability
At EOY 2021, our gaming community remains small,
given that there is only one game released and one
being beta tested. As there are also neither service
providers where the organization is a major player, nor
dependents downstream, our main stakeholders may –
at this time – be boiled down to owners and employees
(the latter of which are, possibly with some late-coming
exception, also invested owners in the organization).
In order to identify prioritized topics by our owners and
employees, a questionnaire and half day workshop with
managers, with further continuous dialogue, has been
the method used to identify key topics and concerns.
Dialogue with the large investors not employed at the
company has been conducted through the Board of
Directors and CEO. Material topics, in no particular
order, have been i) Proactive Anti-Harassment Work,
ii) Diversity and Inclusion, iii) Quarterly Community
Workdays, iv) Accessibility Features within our Games,
and v) GHG Emissions.
i) Proactive Anti-Harassment Work
Recent times have seen an escalation in reporting of
harassment within the games industry.₇ Anecdotally and
regretfully, personal stories of similar nature have been
shared by several of our employees. It is fair to assume
that at this point, the bulk of the industry is aware of the
issues within it.
While full-time resources dedicated to areas such
as HR and compliance are intended to bring more
avenues for employees in the group to escalate issues
and get support, the early adoption of a group-wide
whistleblowing system allowing for full anonymity
ensures that reports of misconduct always reach the
appropriate levels and channels of the organization.
Proactively, company culture represents the most
valuable tool. 2022 will see the introduction of a Code
of Conduct in combination with one or several Culture
Documents clearly outlining the group’s expectations
of those within it. Additionally, all management, plus
select staff, will partake in inclusivity training, as further
detailed in the section on Diversity and Inclusion below.

7

Examples such as Me-Too Video Games Industry and

Video Games Sexism
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Videogames in Europe: Consumer Study, European Summary Report

November 2012, Ipsos Media CT

ii) Diversity and Inclusion
Previous studies have shown that women make up
roughly 43 % of gamers in Europe,₈ but recent studies
have shown women only making up around 21.4 %
of games industry workers in Sweden.₉ Surveys by
networking and advocacy group Black in Gaming
cited just 2 % of games industry workers being black
compared to roughly 13 % of the U.S. population.₁₀
Also, the UK Games Industry Census has previously
revealed 21 % of respondents identifying as LGBTQI;
a number significantly higher than the assumed national
average of 3-7 %.¹¹
The numbers show both a need to encourage more
members of underrepresented groups into the games
industry and the need for modern, welcoming places
of work, properly equipped to accommodate people
of many different perspectives and experiences. In
a collaboration with RFSL, the Swedish Federation
for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer
and Intersex Rights, Kinda Brave will in early 2022
take the first steps towards becoming the world’s first
company within the games industry to receive LGBTQI
certification. The same training and certification will
be issued management in each of our studios. The
inclusivity training will cover a broad range of topics,
from terminology and laws to reception and general
work environment issues. Of note is that the training
tackles all grounds for discrimination under current
Swedish laws, including discrimination based on sex,
transgender identity or expression, ethnicity, disability,
sexual orientation and age.
Kinda Brave will stand as sponsor of DONNA DAY,
an event held annually in relation to Sweden Games
Conference. DONNA is a group dedicated to
increasing the number of women and non-binary people
in the games industry, in part by means of increasing
their participation in game development education.
Finally, 2022 will also see recruitment launched for
Talent Acquisition Managers with experience of diversity
recruitment.
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The BIG Foundation
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UK games industry LBTQI
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Championing Sustainability
iii) Quarterly Community Workday
An agreement has been reached in the group to devote
a full day of work per quarter to the betterment of ones’
local community, starting from 2022. Actions and events
will be planned in a committee consisting of group
CEOs, Head of Community Relations & Scouting and
led by Head of Sustainability and Compliance.
The primary purpose of the Community Workday is to
encourage engagement in and increase knowledge of
issues affecting the local community amongst staff.
iv) Accessibility Features within our Games
It is estimated that around 15% of the world’s population
lives with some sort of disability¹² with recent studies
show the number of video game consumers around the
world to be over 3 billion.¹³ Steve Spohn, COO of the
AbleGamers Charity, has stated that in the U.S. alone,
the estimated number of disabled gamers is 46 million.¹4
Kinda Brave is on a mission to become a trusted
publisher amongst disabled gamers. This is intended to
be achieved by a number of long-term investments into
developer training, certification and the introduction
of Accessibility Champions at each studio. The initial
goal is to set a minimum accessibility standard for all
Kinda Brave games consisting of a list of guaranteed
accessibility features. Each studio will be granted
additional development time to properly incorporate
said list of features, intended to be expanded over time
with more features as the group’s collective knowledge
grows.

The initial set of accessibility features includes:
• Remappable controls – to assist gameplay regardless
of dexterity
• Easily readable fonts and text sizes – to facilitate for
anyone with impaired vision
• No essential information in fixed color – to include
those that are colorblind
• Including clear and easy to read subtitles & captions
– to enable gameplay by those hearing impaired
v) GHG Emissions
Our group considers the climate crisis to be of critical
concern and an area where everyone must pull their
weight and more. Acknowledging that we have an
impact is the first step, with the following being to
calculate GHG emissions, reduce what we can, and
compensate for what is left. Please see the sections on
climate impact for further information on the subject.
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Video Game Consumer Segmentation Report
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Social Sustainability
A Workplace for All

Equal Pay for Equal Work

Kinda Brave’s ever-present ambition is having diverse
workplaces. We believe that this contributes to higher
morale, increased flexibility, an improved company
reputation, as well as the right environment for modern
game development.₁₅ While the former reads as
commercial considerations, the ambition stems from
a genuine belief among management, investors and
employees alike that equality and inclusivity is quite
simply fair and the basis upon which business should be
conducted.

We believe in equal pay for equal work. As things
currently stand within the industry, specialist roles are,
to a larger extent, filled by men whilst generalists and
junior roles have a higher proportion of women.

As outlined throughout previous sections of the report,
the road forward is complex. Taking the distribution
of men and women as an example, with no further
genders included due to the original sources not having
accounted for them, 27 % of new employees in the
Swedish games industry in 2022 were women, for a
total industry representation of 21.4 %.₁₆ Any ambition
to reach an even distribution of men and women across
our group would therefor best be supplemented by
supporting initiatives and drives to increase the total
number of women and non-binary people in the industry
overall.₁₇
Of course, diversity is far from limited to a matter of
distribution between men and women. At minimum,
it should also include considerations for transgender
identity or expression, ethnicity, disabilities, sexual
orientations and age. With inclusivity training being
a first step in 2022 towards creating places of work
that become attractive career options to members
of underrepresented groups, another goal is to find
opportunities to collaborate with more organizations
dedicated to diversity issues.
As it stands, by EOY 2021, our group has not met its
ambition. While all studio Boards of Directors hold an
even split between men and women, it should be noted
that said positions have been filled by employees of the
group and not external members. The Board of Directors
for the parent company KBP will however boast a
gender equal board with external board member
representation upon selected candidates joining, set for
early 2022. Including employees having signed to join
in early 2022, EOY 2021 saw women make up 40 % of
the total workforce in KBP.

Due to the small number of employees for each role and
company, salary statistics cannot be presented per job
level and must instead include both junior and dedicated
specialist roles that are difficult to compare: a fact that
can contribute to lopsided statistics. For example, this
impacts gender salary figures which shows the average
male salary to be 18 % higher than the average
salary of gender minorities (women and non-binary).
The remuneration of the organization’s highest-paid
individual in 2021 was 58% higher than the median
compensation for all employees excluding the highest
paid individual.
In order to bridge the existing pay gap, the primary
effort will be to invest in diversity recruitment for
specialist roles, encouraging candidates from gender
minorities. A successful effort here will close the gap
significantly. This is a matter of high priority for HR, as
partly evidenced by plans for recruitment of a Talent
Acquisition Manager with experience in diversity
recruitment.
Discussions on whether to implement a salary interval
system are undergoing. Such a system could potentially
assist in keeping salaries alike regardless of the
individual employee’s negotiation prowess, which has
been shown to be a factor contributing to wage gap
between comparable individuals.₁₈

15

Workplace Diversity Effect on Productivity
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See efforts surrounding DONNA, page 9 of this report
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Social Sustainability
Pandemic Consequences
The year 2021 has been turbulent due to the Covid-19
pandemic. The number of times all employees of KBP
have been able to meet physically have been less than
a handful and no opportunity for the full group to gather
has presented itself.
Fortunately, the digital nature of our line of work
means working from home causes less friction than
in many other industries. Our colleagues are used to
communicating using digital solutions and digital project
tracking tools.

Of course, many aspects of daily work benefit from
being able to meet face to face. The proficient use of
digital solutions does not mean there have not been
situations where meeting in person had been beneficial,
but the operations of the organization have not been
significantly impacted by the pandemic.
Given that Kinda Brave was founded during the ongoing
pandemic, it is difficult to know how employee health
and wellbeing was affected by the same. KPIs on
employee wellbeing, as well as a tracking method that
meets our needs and wants, are prioritized matters
for HR in 2022. This will help us better monitor and
prioritize initiatives for employee wellbeing.

Turnover of employees
Number of employees having left company in 2021
KB

ET

DINO

TTT

TOTAL

Non-binary

0

0

0

0

0

Women

0

0

0

0

0

Men

0

0

0

0

0

<30 yrs

0

0

0

0

0

30-50 yrs

0

0

0

0

0

>50 yrs

0

0

0

0

0

Intl background*

0

0

0

0

0

*International background here defined as employee born abroad or with both parents born abroad
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Environmental Sustainability
Our organization is determined to raise the bar and
realize the ambitious goal of being a climate neutral
organization from day one. Having recruited the Head
of Sustainability and Compliance as the first employee
barring the CEO, the first, prospective, climate impact
calculations were made back in October 2021.

Scope 2
The year’s Scope 2 emissions were comprised of the
supply of electricity and heat. The absolute majority of
these were due to spillover contracts from pre-Kinda
Brave, as Ember Trail (then Bad Yolk) did not have
certified renewable energy.

Given that the organization is growing rapidly, our
emissions will increase over the near horizon. In order
to reduce this increase to the lowest possible extent, we
have implemented several climate actions. In saying
that, a few specific actions is neither sustainable nor
enough to work towards sustainability. We recognize
that sustainability needs to be engrained in the walls as
a consideration in every decision made, regardless of
how small. As such, a few examples cannot, and should
not, truly depict a comprehensive sustainability effort.

For 2022 we should see a substantial decrease thanks
to actively choosing a certified renewable electricity.
For unknown data, such as electricity at the shared
office space used by Kinda Brave, we will continue to
use pessimistic figures. As such, we are unlikely to reach
zero kg CO2e emissions in Scope 2 during 2022.

One Small Step:
A Climate Neutral
Organization from Start
Kinda Brave Publishing has decided to be at least
climate neutral from day one. We consider this a
small step on our journey towards sustainability and
recognize that only being climate neutral through offsets
is not a viable solution for the future. As such, we will
reduce emissions to the extent that this is possible for
an expanding business and will compensate for our
remaining scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions through verified
high-quality offsets.

Per the GHG Protocol, emissions from employees
working from home have been included in Scope 3
rather than in Scope 2 where they would have been
should the employees have worked at the office. In
order to err on the side of caution, all this electricity has
been included as if it had not been certified.
Scope 3
Scope 3 is, and will continue to be, our principal
emissions category. Encompassing 84% of our
emissions in 2021 and expected to rise, this is where the
organization’s largest climate impact lies. Unfortunately,
it is also the Scope where we have the least options for
lowering the numbers. Drilling down into Scope 3, we
see that the indirect emissions categories purchased
goods and services (30% of total emissions) and use
of sold products (49% of total emissions) are what is
driving the numbers.

Scope 1
Given the type of our business, we have had no Scope
1 emissions to date as we have had no company car
during 2021. Looking forward, a company car is being
leased from January 2022, but this is a fully electric
vehicle, and our future Scope 1 should therefore remain
at zero kg CO2e.
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Environmental Sustainability

METRIC TONS CO2

Purchased Goods and Services
The category purchase of goods relates heavily to our
growth over the year, despite purchasing having been
limited to what has been needed rather than wanted
and secondhand has been utilized where possible.
Notable secondhand items are our cell phones, where
all but one have been bought second hand, and a
portable 4K screen needed for scaling and interfacing.
Where pre-loved items have been limited, consideration
has been taken to purchase the least environmentally
bad items.

Use of Sold Products
The organization is active in game development. We
will strive to implement climate friendly features in our
games to decrease the climate footprint of playing them.
Unfortunately, it is unlikely that the organization will
ever be able to know what climate-friendly options have
actually been used by the players. What is more, we will
never be able to know the precise emissions from the
individual user. For this reason, we will always have to
calculate our Use of Products’ emissions pessimistically,
meaning that the organization’s category Use of Sold
Products will increase directly correlating to the number
of hours the games have been played, regardless of
what efforts we implement to mitigate this. This is also
the reason why the last resort of carbon offsets, rather
than emission reduction, will unfortunately always be
necessary in our setting.
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Environmental Sustainability
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Calculation Assumptions
and Exceptions
• The calculations have been made in-house by our
Head of Sustainability and Compliance.
• GWP100
• Market-based Scope 2 emission factors have
been used where power contract is known. When
unknown, the residual mixes have been used.
• IEA location-based emission factors have been used
for Scope 3.
• All GHG have been included for all scopes where
data for CO2e or additional gases has been
available. In several instances, only CO2 data
has been available. Throughout the calculations,
a single input of data only including CO2 has
been seen to “contaminate” any later sum, even
if the majority of input has been in CO2e. This has
been chosen as considering CO2 as the smallest
denominator ought
• to give the most accurate result.
• No biogenic emissions result from our operations.
• Base year 2021.
• Operational control has been chosen over financial
control as this is the more relevant and higher of the
two, considering our operations.

• Emission sources that are not included in the
calculations are, Scope 3,
• Services, such as legal, auditor, financial, and
branding services. The reason for omitting these
is purely due to the lack of available data and
difficulties knowing whether an estimation would be
anywhere in the ballpark; and
• Licenses to computer programs. The reason for
omitting these are also the difficulties involved with
regards to lack of data.
• Both of these types of expenditures may be major
expenses, but neither should be significant emitters.
• Calculations, emission factors and sources

Examples of sustainability actions include reusing appliances – all but one cell phone bought in 2021 were
second-hand and the desks for the Stockholm office were
driven by bio-gas truck from the Bad Yolk Uppsala office.
Furthermore, travel to game conferences has been by
either public transport or electric car and, on the social
sustainability side, game keys have been donated to raise
money for the accessibility and inclusion dedicated organization AbleGamers. Actions in the near future include our
Hub running on certified renewable energy and heat, and
the company car being a fully electric vehicle.

Organization Emissions: 90 tons CO2
Organization Emissions: 123 tons CO2
Tic Tek Toe
0

Kinda Brave
4

Organization Emissions: 90 tons CO2
Scope 1:
0%
Scope 2:
16%

Dinomite
20

Ember Trail
67

Scope 3:
84%
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Gold Standard Compensation
Environmental Benefits

Employment Creation

• On average 3.52t CO2 reduced per digester
in 2019
• 821,440t CO2 reduced between May 2009
and December 2019
• 276,300t of wood saved

• 118 private enterprises established of which
53 are active
• 810 trained masons
• 154 trained supervisors

Livelihood and Health
Improvement:
• 27,980 biodigesters constructed from March 2006
to December 2019 / 78,853 direct beneficiaries
• Biogas kitchen air pollution reduced with 88%
(Particulate Matter 2.5).
• $143 USD saving in expenditures on cooking fuels
per household per year

Climate Compensation
As mentioned, Kinda Brave considers carbon offsetting,
to reach climate neutrality, to be a last resort. We do,
however, consider this last resort to be vital when it
comes to mitigating the climate impact of emissions that,
despite best efforts, do occur. We have therefore chosen
to purchase 100 tons of offsets (111% of our emissions)
based on the four criteria:
•
•
•
•

Certified, high-quality offsets for ensured credibility
Longevity
Robustness
Additional social sustainability benefits
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Gold Standard Compensation
Cambodia National
Biodigester Programme
Cambodia National Biodigester Programme
The Gold Standard project chosen to offset our climate
impact of 2021 is Cambodia National Biodigester
Programme19. Reasons for choosing this offset program
include the high level of additionality, the aiding in the
households where children and women often spend
most time, the creation of enterprises which helps the
community at large and over time, and of course the
reduced carbon emissions.

Domestic biodigesters provide a way for individual
households with livestock to reduce their dependence on
polluting firewood and expensive fossil fuels for cooking
and lighting. The project also provides additional
benefits with the bio-slurry providing a great means for
fertilizing and improving local agricultural production.20

19,20

Gold Standard: Cambodia National Biodigester Programme
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Summary
Kinda Brave and its studios has opted to focus on
sustainability from day one, having set out to create
safe, diverse places of work, developing and publishing
climate neutral games. In every decision we make, we
consider the impact against People, Players and Planet.
The groups total 2021 GHG emissions sum up to 90
tons (including Scope 1, 2 and 3). Erring on the side
of caution, we have chosen to purchase 100 tons of
Gold Standard offsets to mitigate our climate impact.
We are fully aware of, and appreciate, the controversy
surrounding offsets and consider this a last resort which
is used to mitigate the impact of emissions we have not
been able to reduce.

metric tons CO2

We have made a number of significant strategic
decisions set for implementation in 2022, of note
including the start of processes to make us the first
LGBTQI certified company in the games industry, to

sponsor and support DONNA day in an effort to
increase woman and non-binary people in game
development education and in the industry overall,
and investments into training and certifications of
Accessibility Champions amongst developers in all
studios, to set a solid foundation for accessibility
features in all Kinda Brave games.
As we grow and are joined by more passionate
individuals with inspiring ideas, we are discovering
new wants and needs by the day. Our strong belief is
that KPIs should be used for improvement and not for
their intrinsic value. As such, additional KPIs, as well as
risks and additional definable goals, will be identified
and added throughout the upcoming year when we
find them to be relevant and measurable. We are very
much looking forward to this continued work and the
continued expansion of our group.
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Closing Note
Considering our establishment and subsequent
substantial growth in 2021, this may not be an
appropriate base year for future indexing. However, we
consider concrete goals, also relating to emissions, to
be important in order to follow, track and focus on such
emissions. As such, considerable effort has already been
invested in determining the viability of implementing
e.g. Science Based Targets and the Net-Zero Initiative
or certifying to PAS2060. Unfortunately, we are yet
to find such instruments that are appropriate for an
organization which has focused on, and limited, its
emissions already from start. We plan on setting climate
related targets in the near future and will continue to
search for suitable initiatives as we believe there may be
general interest in showcasing our work.

Wrapping up
As we conclude Kinda Brave’s first sustainability report,
our hopes are that you, the reader, has found it to
be an interesting read which accurately depicts our
organization with both the challenges we face and
our ambitions thus far. In line with the GRI Reporting
Standards, we believe that a sustainability report should
include both the shortcomings and the successes for the
reader to be able to truly assess the sustainability of the
organization.
Finally, we wish to invite you to continue following our
journey, with the end of the next chapter being the next
sustainability report set for publishing in 2023.
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About this Report
• Associations included in this report are all
companies in the organization as of EOY 2021:
Kinda Brave Publishing AB, 559285-3575,
(formerly RLG AB); Ember Trail AB, 559127-2769,
(formerly Bad Yolk Games AB); Dinomite Games
AB, 556844-5240; and Tic Tek Toe Games AB,
559339-8497, (formerly Press Any Button AB).
• There are neither restatements nor changes to
material topics in relation to previous reports given
that this is the first year and the first report of the
company. The organization will continue to publish
reports annually.
• The reporting period of this report is the full year
2021, using the assumption that emitting activities
have been at peak level throughout the year despite
peak figures being significantly higher than what
would be the average.

• This material references Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Sustainability Reporting Standards. For more
details on each standard referenced, please see the
GRI Index.
• The 2021 report has been written in-house by the
organization’s GRI-certified Head of Sustainability
and Compliance. The report, as well as the
underlying GHG calculations, have been subject
to review and verification, including relevance,
completeness, consistency, transparency and
accuracy, by an external consultant.
• All employee and compensation data have been
compiled through the use of questionnaires to each
respective CEO.
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GRI Content Index
Statement of use
Kinda Brave Publishing AB has reported the information cited in this GRI content index for the period 1 Jan 2021 to 31 Dec 2021 with reference to the GRI Standards.
STANDARD
GRI 100 Universal Standards
GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016
Organizational Profile
102-1 Name of the Organization
102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services
102-3 Location of headquarters
102-4 Location of operations
102-5 Ownership and legal form
102-6 Markets served
102-7 Scale of the organization
102-8 Information on employees and other workers
102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach
102-12 External initiatives
102-13 Membership of associations
Strategy
102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker
Ethics and Integrity
102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior
102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
Governance
102-18 Governance structure
102-38 Annual total compensation ratio
Stakeholder Engagement
102-40 List of stakeholder groups
102-41 Collective bargaining agreements
102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders
102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement
102-44 Key topics and concerns raised
Reporting Practice
102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries
102-47 List of material topics
102-48 Restatements of information
102-49 Changes in reporting
102-50 Reporting period
102-51 Date of most recent report
102-52 Reporting cycle
102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report
102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards
102-55 GRI content index
102-56 External assurance
GRI 300 Environmental Topics
GRI 103: Management approach 2016
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13, 15
GRI 305: Emissions 2016
305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions
305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions
305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions
GRI 400 Social Topics
GRI 103: Management approach 2016

15
15
15

9, 10, 11, 12
GRI 401: Employment 2016
401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover
GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016
405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees
405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men
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